Custom Software and Web Applications Development
You need developers — we add to your engineering thrust
using Offshore Software Development Model

Digital Transport Booking
The customer is an online marketplace and infrastructure for road freight transportation.
Haulers and transport buyers can directly link up without the need for go-betweens. This is
done through our web-based platform app that connects everyone interested in transport
buying in a smart and easy way.
As a hauler, you can market free capacity – regardless of where your trucks might be. As a
transport buyer, you can easily find and book transportation based on your needs. Both
parties help refuel trucks, protect the environment, and improve their business. As a hauler,
you also get access to tools that digitalize your business.
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and mobile
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Order detail – displaying detailed order
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quality.
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theSettings
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Solution
We developped
developed all
all requested
requestedfunctionality
functionality
onclean
the website
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and validlook
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and a
We
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and validwith
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and
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look
and
modern
style.
modern style:
Clean
list was improved, our
Advanced
orders
list
As for
the mobile
application,
after the code was corrected
andcompanies
the functionality
developers began to add new functions to it.
Interactive company details
Order details and history
Our developers created large code refactoring for both the Android and iOS versions of
Usersimplementation
onboarding and improved the quality
User-friendly
order
app.
Thanks to this,
wecreation
reduced the time for new functional
of the code.
Smart price models editor
Custom transport search
Now when a new developer works with the project, much less time will be needed for implementation
Full administrative controls
Operator’s
control
panel clean and understandable.
because
the code
has become
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Key Features
view information about the registered
companies

work with a list of orders fast and with
ease

invite other users to the service

view and edit order details

calculate the cost of transportation

create an order in three steps

view service users’ profiles

seek trucks for transportation quickly

make an order and see details using
mobile app

view operator’s information about
transportation

Technologies Used
HTML5, SCSS, JavaScript (ES6 syntax)
Libraries: Babel.js, React.js, Redux.js
Webpack

